M. LALLY'S MILITARY SUCCESS
M. Palawal, M. Tapll, M. Lanbir*, M. Dabrils, M. Kardll,
M. Bat us and others came separately from various ports,
places, and factories in India and Iran with their forces big and
small and implements of war according to the extent of
their ability, like rows of ants from a hundred holes, and
joined the army of M. Lally. Thus the army of M. Lally
approximately consisted of 12,000 frangs, 5,000 Zangs,
4,000 Alimani, 30,000 armed men, 7,000 Indian horse,
besides numerous cannon and implements of war* Of the
Muslim and Hindu rulers of the country Muhammad Najibul-
lah Khan Bahadur reached Phulcheri with the Nellore army.
Though Sayyid Ghulam Murtaza Khan, the father-in-law of
Riza All Khan, and the qilhdar of Vellore, did not enter
Phulcheri and join in person the army of M. Lally yet he tried to
help him with army and provisions. In the beginning o f the war,
some of the zamindars, all the qilhdars of the Nait community,
Haydar All Khan, the ruler in the place of Karachurl Nandraj,
and Murari Rao were as indecisive as the proverbial cat on the
wall, as the spectators of contending parties and as the pointer
of a balance which does not steady itself till the weight on both
sides become equal. Finally seeing the more weighty scale-pan
of the French, they joined them.
In brief, M. Lally arranged his own army and other
forces that came to his help from various places. The
number of the forces of the allies was inconceivable and
the capacity of the maydan of the Carnatic became narrow.
Starting from Phulcheri with a mistaken idea M. Lally
first reached the fort of Warangala. Then Wand was! and
other forts, which, except Chennapattan and Nattharnagar, lay,
as related abave, on the way to Arcot and had been either
 (1)	Landivisian?
 (2)	Duvelaer?
(Other names are not to be identified).
(3)	Warangal?    Perhaps if is a mistake for Karunguzhi,
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